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STATEMENT FROM WRAP REGARDING THE DEADLY TAZREEEN FASHION FACTORY
FIRE.

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA, USA - This weekend’s deadly fire at the Tazreen Fashions
Limited factory in Bangladesh was a tragedy of the highest magnitude. All of us at WRAP
extend our deepest condolences to those who lost loved ones in the fire and pray for a speedy
recovery to those who were injured.

WRAP continues to see itself as a stakeholder in the Bangladesh garment industry
and we are committed to being a responsive and effective supply chain management partner
that helps factories independently verify that they are doing their work in a safe, ethical and
socially responsible manner. In the furtherance of that mission, we also aim to be an education
resource for factories, especially in the arena of safety. Our comprehensive Factory Fire Safety
Training Program
,
offered regularly in Bangladesh, is leading the way in this field by providing training not only on
fire response but fire prevention.

As media coverage of this tragedy has unfolded, we have come across occasional references
suggesting that Tazreen Fashion may have been WRAP certified. We would like to clarify that
this is completely untrue. The Tazreen Fashions Limited factory is not, and has never been,
certified by WRAP, nor has WRAP ever even conducted an audit in that facility. We have also
come across information suggesting that the factory’s parent company – the Tuba Group – is
WRAP certified. That, too, is untrue; WRAP certifications can only be given to individual
production units, and not to groups or parent organizations. At present, there are no factories
from the Tuba Group that are WRAP certified. As such, any claims by or about the ownership
group or any individual factory within it with regards to being WRAP certified are false.

This tragic fire at Tazreen is a disastrous reminder of how vitally important this issue
is. No loss of life is ever acceptable within the garment industry. Through certification and
education, WRAP remains dedicated to its mission of promoting safe, lawful, humane, and
ethical manufacturing around the world.
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